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Photo: 50statesclassifieds.comWhat a difference the right tool or appliance can make! For example, we were late arrivals to the press-washing party, but now that we have bellied up to the bar, we have a blast ... of water. Last year's purchase of a high pressure washer has made our lives so much easier,
in so many ways and in so many places. But of course, our initiation of the pleasures of high pressure washers began with a problem: we had some outdoor carpets that turned green from algae growth, and none of our conventional cleaning methods would remove the discoloration, especially on the
bindings. We tried to use a powerful nozzle on an ordinary garden hose, tried various spray-on cleaners and commercial spot-removers, and even brought our trusty carpet steamer outside -all to no avail. Some friends of ours suggested that we try to use their high pressure washer, and voila: stains
removed, outdoor carpets stored! We immediately started looking for our own pressure washer (also known as a power washer), shopping at major renovation shops, hardware stores and garden centres. We found that there are countless models to choose from, at prices ranging from $200 to $2,000.The
pressure washers are rated according to the water pressure they produce. Most standard garden hoses deliver between 40 and 60 pounds per square inch (PSI), while the pressure washers deliver from 1400 to 4000 PSI. A high pressure washer takes the water from the garden hose and pushes it
through a small high pressure nozzle, creating a supercharged water jet that can be used alone or combined with a cleaning agent. Sears Craftsman 1700 PSI 1.3 GPM Electric pressure washer with steam cleanerId pressure discs are usually divided into three classifications: Lightweight high pressure
washers are rated at 2000 PSI or less and are suitable for cleaning cars, motorcycles, boats, bicycles and all-purpose cleaning. Medium-powerful high pressure washers produce 2000 to 3000 PSI and can be used to remove grease and dirt from concrete, pavement, tyres and siding. Powerful high



pressure washers produce 3000 PSI or more and can be used to clean large areas quickly, remove stubborn stains or stains of rust, or to strip paint. There are also a number of commercial pressure discs on the market, but if you have a job as a comprehensive, you would probably be better off calling in
a professional pressure wash service. Another important factor in choosing a high pressure washer is how much water it puts out, which is known as the flow rate and is expressed as gallons per minute (GPM). The higher the flow rate the faster a high pressure washer will clean a given area. Most
residential pressure discs have a flow rate of 2 to 4 GPM. Interestingly, using a high pressure washer can actually save significantly on water consumption. A garden hose operating at 60 PSI uses about 900 gallons per hour, while a tap PSI only consumes about 100 liters per hour. Karcher G2600 XC
2600 PSI gas-powered high pressure discLight duty pressure washers are usually electric; powerful high pressure washers are gas-powered. We chose an electric powered, medium high pressure washer rated at 2000 PSI, because we figured it would be the most versatile for home and horticulture, and
we have been quite pleased with our choice. We have used the pressure disc to clean our deck, including railings and stairs; to remove stubborn stains from the driveway; to clean siding and brick walls; to clean and rinse our gutters; as well as cleaning our cars, bicycles, lawn mowers, snow throwers and
lawn furniture. The pressure washer even removed baked grease from the cast iron grille on our grill. And of course, when the outdoor carpets begin to look a little dingy, we bring out the trusty pressure washer. My only regret is that we didn't buy one before! Whether you're buying your own high pressure
washer or renting one from your local hardware store, it's an undeniably powerful tool to remove built-up dirt and algae from your home's exterior and other outdoor surfaces. However, before using a high pressure washer, always read the instructions carefully and use the correct nozzle for the job in
question. Ready to blow away debris? Here are the top eight things to clean with a high pressure cleaner. Related: The best pressure washers for outdoor cleaning If vinyl siding looks discolored or simply dingy, a good pressure wash is increased in order. Just be sure to adjust the pressure dial to a lower
psi (pound power per square inch) so that you don't accidentally damage your siding. You can also pressure-wash wood or aluminum siding, but keep the pressure low to avoid denting aluminum siding or splintering or chipping paint of wooden siding.  Related: How: Press Wash a House Sticky shoes,
pounding rain, dripping car fluids, and dust fired up from nearby roads can leave the driveway dirty and marbled, and can over time actually weaken the surface. To get rid of accumulated dirt and oil, start pressure washing on top of the driveway and work your way down to the apron.  Related: 8 mistakes
most people make with a power washer Even if you don't constantly tinker around in the garage, chances are the floor is discovered with oil stains and dirt that has built up over the years. Give the floor a good cleaning by using the high pressure cleaner at low setting to apply a degreaser solution. Let the
solution sit for a few minutes (check the manufacturer's instructions) then switch to a higher setting and rinse it off. Has dirt, dust and debris reduced the cover's appeal? Pressure wash can bring it back to life. Use the high pressure washer at a relatively low setting (ranging from 500 to 1200 psi,
depending on the wood type) so that it does not damage Flat. Related: 6 Easy Steps to an Updated Deck An attractive wooden or vinyl fence can really amplify the home's curb appeal, but as the years pile up the fence can collect a great deal of mud, mold and algae. Whether you're planning to put your
house on the market or you just want to do a spring fir-up, a pressure wash can take years off the fence's appearance. Use a lower setting for softer forest to avoid splintering and other damage; hardwood and vinyl withstand more pressure. If you do not have room to store your outdoor furniture in the
garage or a shed during the winter, come spring it will have to look a little rough. Before the grill season kicks off gears, you can revive your outdoor furniture with low-setting pressure wash – and be sure to test a small, inconspicuous area first to ensure you don't damage the surface. All the leftover meat,
past vegetables and other smelly debris can really stink up your trash cans. Although this task is tempting to set aside, you must eventually give them a good cleaning. Quickly work the chore using a high pressure washer – ideally one with a scrubbing brush attachment – at a low setting to apply
detergent and then rinse it off. Related: 9 Little Tricks to Make Trash Day Less of a Chore Moss, Algae and Dirt Can Make Your Once Tidy Garden Paths Look Less Than Inviting. Before spraying them off with the pressure disc, protect any nearby plants with a tarpaulin or other coating. Burst off dirt and
dirt with a high pressure cleaner.  Want a cleaner, tidier, more organized home? Sign up for the Clean Sweep newsletter to receive weekly tips, tools, and bright ideas that will help you maximize your next cleaning session.   Whatever your project, a high pressure washer is a useful tool to have at your
disposal. With much more power than your average garden hose, the pressure discs can help you blast the moss, dirt, mud and dirt off a variety of surfaces. Ryobi RPW140-G $149.00 2000 6.67 Yes 7.7 Karcher K2 Plus $89.25 1600 6 Yes 5 Briggs &amp; Stratton BWS018 $148.00 1880 6.6 Yes 6.5
Bosch AQT 45-14 X $275.00 2.030 7.5 Yes 22 Karcher K4 Premium $263.20 1,900 7 Yes 12 Data obtained february 2019. Prices can be changed and should only be used as a general guide. A high pressure washer is a tool that connects to outdoor mushrooms and delivers a powerful high pressure
flow of water through a cleaning nozzle. These cleaners provide a quick and efficient way to clean driveways, terraces, tiles, concrete, cars, bicycles and more. The main advantage of using a pressure cleaner is that if you need to give a dirty, muddy or moldy area a deep clean, it is much faster and
easier than a hose, bucket and scrub brush. You can use a high pressure washer for a wide range of cleaning jobs, including: Removing oil stains and dirt from concrete Blasting moss and mucus tiles and terraces Hosing dried mud of the car Cleaning of outdoor furniture Prepping surfaces for painting If
you just need a pressure disc for a one-time job, it may be better to rent one for a day from a rental of equipment. Check the daily prices in your area before deciding whether renting a machine might be a more sensible option. If you just want a pressure cleaner for basic jobs, like blasting the mud off your
bike and making your outdoor furniture look new, an entry model for less than $200 should have all the power you need. Electric models are usually a good choice for most homeowners because they are generally easier to use and maintain than gas-powered washers. They are affordable, do not require
too much maintenance and have enough power to cope with a wide range of cleaning jobs around the home. However, they connect to your home outlets, so you have to deal with the problem of lugging around a power cord and possibly an extension cord. If you want extra power to cope with larger
cleaning tasks, or you simply don't want to be tied to an extension cord, you may want to consider a gas-powered washing machine. They are suitable for heavy work and use in remote areas because they are more portable and more durable than electric washers. But they are noisy and heavier than
electric models, need fuel and require more maintenance. Although they are less popular than the first two options, some manufacturers offer battery-powered models. They can be convenient and easy to use, and the battery may be able to run several other garden tools from the same manufacturer.
However, battery-powered models often can't offer the same power as the other options. The cost is probably one of your most important considerations when buying a high pressure washer. You can pick up an entry-level electric model for around $50, but most units sit within the $100 to $600 price
range. As a general rule, the more money you spend, the more cleaning power you get. Gas-powered high-pressure washers start at $300 and go up to around $2,000 for an industrial model. There are many other factors you should take into account when buying a high pressure washer. Here's what to
consider: Some manufacturers provide an all-in-one adjustable nozzle to change the angle and power of the spray, while others provide a set of interchangeable nozzles. Check which nozzles and accessories are included and which surfaces they are best for cleaning. Regular options include pinpoint
spray, a wide fan nozzle and turbodyse. Also consider which brushes the pressure washer comes with to help you scrub the rear tyre, wash your car, clean drains or perform other special tasks. For example, a patio cleaner attachment can be a very useful inclusion if you have a large outdoor area to
clean. There are two important factors that determine the cleaning power of a high pressure washer: water and flow rate. Check the maximum water pressure for any device you're considering. For reference, 1,600 to 2,500 pounds per square inch (psi) is a common area for electric-powered pressure
cleaners. Some models have an LED display so you can easily control the pressure setting you're using. Check the maximum nominal current as well, measured in liters per minute. Electrical devices are usually between 1.5 and 2 liters per minute. Check the length of the hose that runs from the body of
the vacuum cleaner to the spray lance. The longer it is, the easier the machine will be used. Also known as the spray pipe, this spray leads on which surface you clean. Metal wands are more durable than plastic, and it is important that the wand is long enough that you can reach the ground without
bending. Some models come with extension poles for jobs such as cleaning second-storey windows, and angled wands that can work with an extension rod to clean gutters. Some models have storage space for the lance and hose in the device, so they take up less space in the shed or garage. Most high
pressure washers have a kind of detergent injection system for increased cleaning power. Most electric and battery-powered pressure washers weigh somewhere between 10 and 50 pounds, but gas-powered models are usually heavier. Check the weight indicated on the specification sheet to ensure you
can comfortably manoeuvre your device around while cleaning. A device with large, sturdy wheels will make it easier to move around and negotiate obstacles while cleaning. The longer the power cord on an electrical model, the easier it is to clean without having to change outlets or fight an extension
cord. Most wires go 15 feet or longer. This feature ensures that the wheel only sprays water while pressing the trigger, allowing you to move from place to place and navigate obstacles without spraying water in this way and that. A safety lock on the trigger will also ensure that you do not accidentally start
spraying. If you're considering a battery or gas-powered model, check how much cleaning you can expect to complete before you run out of juice. Check the length of the manufacturer's warranty and exactly what it covers. Most will offer at least two years of protection. Compare the 2020 pressure
washers To find the best pressure washer for your needs, consider exactly how you plan to use it. What kind of cleaning do you want to do? Do you want electric, gas or battery power? How much are you willing to spend? Once you know what kind of cleaner you want, you can start comparing your
options. To simplify the shopping process, we have compared the pros and cons of five popular pressure washers in the table below: Bosch AQT 45-14 X Solid and durable high pressure and excellent flow rate A little heavy More power than some users need Briggs &amp; Powerful Impressive flow rate
Not cheap Not as many attachments as some other models Ryobi RPW140-G Affordable Easy to use and maneuver Trigger uncomfortable on longer jobs Problems figuring out how to use detergent dispenser Kärcher K4 Premium Unnecessary LED screen No patio brush Gerni Classic 110.5 Reduced
water flow compared to some other models Low maximum pressure There are a few important things to remember before using a pressure cleaner : Stay safe. High pressure washers are severely powerful machines and should always be used with caution. Getting in the way of a misdirected spray,
especially when the nozzle is at its narrowest setting, can do serious damage and lead to a trip to the emergency room. Be careful with paint. When using a high pressure cleaner on your home or car, be careful not to damage the paint. Always follow the manufacturer's instructions and faults on the side of
caution when setting the water pressure. Investing in a high pressure washer can make your daily cleaning much easier and maybe even a little more fun. Choose the model that best suits your cleaning needs by comparing the size, weight, power and price before you buy. To select our list of the best
pressure discs, we assessed the price point, size, flow rate, water pressure and ease of use. We have also taken into account third-party product reviews and our own online research. The higher the pounds per square inch, the more powerful the machine and the more careful you have to be when using
it. High pressure washers can range from around 1,200 pounds per square inch to 2,800 pounds per square inch. Yes, but with caution. Choose a low pressure setting – somewhere around 1200 to 1900 pounds per square inch – and a wide spray nozzle, instead of a narrow, direct current. Only if the
pressure water is rated for hot water. Otherwise, hot water will damage the pump over time. Picture: Shutterstock Was this content useful to you? You?
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